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Introduction
We are glad you appreciate the difference a Christ-centered
education makes in the lives of students. The King’s Learning
Christian Academy(KLCA) is dedicated to helping develop your
student spiritually, academically, physically and socially. We offer
a challenging college preparatory curriculum and a broad range
of co-curricular activities. KLCA, you will find caring and nurturing
teachers committed to equipping students not just for college but
also for a lifetime of learning and serving God.
This handbook applies to all students and parents and is intended to
provide guidelines, policies, procedures, responsibilities and rules
of conduct. It is important that you read, understand and become
familiar with this handbook and strive to comply with the standards
that have been established.
Our silence on a particular item does not mean it is permissible. It
may mean that well-known biblical principles and common sense
determine how it will be handled. Therefore, the administration
reserves the right to make judgments based on the information
available and the specific situation in question.
The judgments will be based on biblical principles and on the
professional judgment of the King’s Learning Christian Academy
administration. Sometimes, it can appear to an outside observer
1
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that similar situations were handled in different ways. However,
no two situations are exactly alike. Each may have varying or
extenuating circumstances that are not apparent to everyone,
yet require judgment calls on the part of the administration. To
the best of our ability, we will try to be equitable to all parties at
all times. We appreciate your prayers for God’s wisdom in these
circumstances. (James 3:17
This handbook is not intended to imply any contract or contractual
rights. The Administration reserves the right to modify this handbook
as needed, and implement actions set forth herein.
Notice of Possible Revisions to Handbook Policies and Procedures
As stated in greater detail in the Handbook Policies and Procedures
section, no set of rules or guidelines can cover every conceivable
situation that might arise. The rules, policies, and procedures
set forth in this handbook are intended to apply under normal
circumstances. However, from time to time, there may be situations
that require immediate or nonstandard responses.
Thank you for your understanding, patience and support as you
entrust the Kings Learning Christian Academy with the education
of your children.
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1.0: Guiding Principles
1.1 Mission
To offer quality affordable Christian education that is to prepare a
child for the future.
•
•

As a mission for Jesus Christ, we provide the opportunity
for a quality Christian education and strive for excellence in
spiritual, academic social and physical development.
As every student is designed by God for a specific purpose
in this life, we seek to assist parents in molding character
and training Godly leaders, who will make an impact on the
people they touch for Jesus Christ.

1.2: Vision
To develop generations of educated Christian individuals using
Christian values and character for global transformation and
development

1.3 Core Values
We value
1.Integrity +Gratitude,2 .unshakable commitment, 3.Moments
4.positive Attitude + Charisma, 5.Growth, 6.Godliness
1.Integrity
-we show good character even when no one else is around
-We make wise decisions in our personal life and in business
-We exhibit honesty and we are our word.
-We question actions inconsistent with our values
-We are thankful and consistently show gratitude.
2.unshakable commitment
-We believe in building unshakable bonds with friends, family and
Co workers.
-Alone we can do so little but together we can do so much.
3
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- collaboration creates an environment for all to flourish.
- We rise up as a team when things get tough.
3.We value moments
-We don’t wait for them. We create them
- We live in the moment and sometimes for unplanned moments
-We have a love for life.
-We look for ways to surprise and delight our clients
4.We Value Positive Attitude + Charisma
-We fuel others with motivation
-We are genuinely a pleasure to be around.
-We infuse positive energy wherever we go.
-We take care of ourselves, because if you don’t care for yourself
you cannot take care of others.
5.We value Growth
- We know that the path to success is massive determined
action+drive +persistence
- We always look for ways to make it easier serve you.
- We set our standards high, dream big and blow away goals.
Status quo is not how we roll #No mediocre
6.We value Godliness
-Reverence For God and a life of holiness in the World is Key.
- while bodily training is of some value, Godliness is of value in
every way as it holds promise for the present life and also for the
life to come. (1 Timothy)
-Diligent persuit of truth and goodness is our thing
- Regular prayer, Bible study, worship, fellowship are our constant
exercise to Godliness.

1.4 Measurements of Success
Children graduate as godly leaders, with a deep love for the Lord
who make an impact on the people they touch for Jesus Christ.
1. Graduates have profoundly Christian worldview
4
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2. Graduates openly share their faith and impact others for Jesus
Christ
3. Graduates excel in academics
4. Graduates have strong biblical knowledge and are able to defend
and explain their faith in a hostile culture
5. Graduates go on to attend major colleges
6. Alumni come back to support the school with time, finances and
their own children

1.5 Statement of Faith
The School believes in:
1.1. The inspiration of the Bible, equally in all parts and without
error in its origin,
1.2. The One God, eternally existent Father, Son and Holy Spirit,
who created man by a direct immediate Act.
1.3. The pre-existence, incarnation, virgin birth, sinless life,
miracles, substitutionary death, bodily resurrection, ascension to
Heaven, and the second coming of the Lord Jesus Christ,
1.4. The fall of man, the need of regeneration by the operation
of the Holy Spirit on the basis of grace alone, and the resurrection
of all to life or damnation,
1.5. The spiritual relationship of all believers in the Lord Jesus
Christ, living a life of righteous works, separated from the world,
witnessing of His saving grace through the ministry of the Holy
Spirit.

1.6 Christian Educational Philosophy
KLCA recognizes that the God-given responsibility for the education
of children rests with the parents (Deuteronomy 6:6-9). The
5
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place of the Christian school is to be an extension of the Christian
family and should assist and complement the parents in that
responsibility, “And if one prevail against him, two shall withstand
him; and a threefold cord is not quickly broken”. Ecclesiastes 4:12
The Bible is the foundation for the education of our children. From
the Scriptures, we understand that God desires certain principles,
beliefs, and values to be developed in our children. These include:
1. The view that all knowledge is to be interpreted from a Biblical
perspective. All academic subjects are to be taught with an
understanding of the absolute standards of truth, which God has
established through His Word.
2. Respect for authority (Romans 13:1; Hebrews 13:17). One’s view
of authority directly influences his/her concept of God.
3. The meaning of true success and how it is achieved (Joshua 1:8,
Proverbs 22). The key is for each person to discover what God’s will
is for himself and then to do it through developing the traits, which
are good, and correcting those, which are not.
4. Personal acceptance of Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior (John 3:3).
Salvation is essential for success in any area of Christian education.
5. Respect for the rights of others (Luke 6:31). Following this
“golden rule” helps improve relationships.
6. Personal integrity (Psalms 1:1-2; Ephesians 4:29). Honesty and
truth are to be upheld at all times.
7. Productivity and the desire to always do one’s best (Ecclesiastes
9:30; 2 Timothy 2:15). A healthy work ethic has application in many
areas of life.
8. Personal conviction and Christian witness (James 4:17; Matthew
5:16, 28:19-20). Being willing to take a stand for the cause of right
and declare that the Gospel of Jesus Christ in word and deed is
necessary in this world.
9. Holding to the traditional family structure (Genesis 2:24).

6
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2.0: Administrative Structure
KLCA faculty and staff are dedicated to challenging students to
reach their highest potential spiritually, academically, physically
and socially for the glory of Jesus Christ. Our faculty and staff are
committed to go beyond their classroom and office duties to have
a personal knowledge of students and involvement in their lives.
Personal mentoring, discipling, and guidance from faculty and staff
on a daily basis continues to have a powerful impact upon KLCA
students’ lives. It is the relationships between faculty, staff, and
students that contribute to the testimony of KLCA. All faculty and
staff have ascribed to the KLCA Statement of Faith.
“A student is not above his teacher, but everyone who is fully
trained will be like his teacher.” Luke 6:40

2.1 Structure
The
KLCA
team
consists
of
exceptional
Christian
professionals. Our team’s professional training combined with
ministry backgrounds provide a unique experience. Students
experience a high level of personal investment and professionalism
from each team member.

7
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2.2 Parent Committee
The Parent Committee is an appointed group of parents representing
each grade at KLCA. The purposes of the Parent committee are to:
• Promote the ideals of the School.
• Foster a sense of community and parent fellowship.
• Encourage the building of lasting relationships between parents.
• Serve as ambassadors to new families.
• Facilitate parent involvement.
• Assist the administration of KLCA with special events.
• Coordinate and disseminate information about events.
For where your treasure is, there your heart will be also.
” Luke 12:34”
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3.0: Admissions & Enrollment
Acceptance to KLCA is granted to those students who, with their
parents, demonstrate a sincere desire to have a Biblically based
education and who meet the requirements for admission.

3.1 Agreement with Vision
The Statement of Faith and the Parental Covenant, which are
included in the admission forms, must be read, discussed, and signed
by either parents or legal guardians. Applicants are selected from
those whose attitude, lifestyle, academic history, and behavioral
characteristics are compatible with KLCA

3.2 How To Apply
Applying for admission at some schools can be a scary and
overwhelming process. However, at KLCA, we have done our best
to streamline the process so that it is simple for all parties involved.
There are a few important steps to follow in the Admissions Process:
1. Review our frequently asked questions which may answer several
questions that you may have about KLCA.
2. Schedule a tour of the KLCA campus. You may schedule a tour
by contacting us on +267 392 893 012 or by emailing admin@
kingslearningchristianacademy.com and put “school tour” in the
subject line.
4. Schedule and complete pre-admission testing (kindergarten and
up).
5. Schedule and complete admissions interview. This confidential
interview with parent(s) and student(s) will be scheduled with the
9
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Senior Administrator to discuss enrollment. All required forms must
be submitted before an interview will be scheduled.
6. KLCA review of application, documentation, and testing results.
7. An admissions decision will typically be made within 5 business
days of the interview.
8. If admission is accepted, complete enrollment documentation and
pay the admission fee of UGX 100,000
9. Complete tuition agreement.

NOTE: The King’s Learning Christian Academy (KLCA) admits
students of any race to all rights, privileges, programs, and
activities generally made available to all students. KLCA practices
a Biblical philosophy of admissions, not discriminating irrationally
or unjustly on the basis of race, sex, color, or national origin in the
administration of its policies, admissions, scholarships, athletics,
and other school-directed programs.
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4.0: Academic Policies
4.1 Accreditation
KLCA was founded in 2017, and has maintained “full school status”
with School of Tomorrow throughout the years and associates with
Accelerated Education Enterprise in South Africa who are in charge
and distributers of the ACE curriculum in Africa. We submitted
our application for a License to Ministry of Education through the
commissioner in charge of Private Schools after we completed all
education inspection requirements by the local authorities and
Ministry of Education representatives.

4.2: Qualifications and Certification
The International Certificate of Christian Education (ICCE) has been
available for several years in this country and is now being accepted
by universities, both in Uganda and abroad.
The ICCE is only available to students using the School of Tomorrow
curriculum. The certificate is available at three levels and has
been used by ACE students to gain entrance to many universities
including Uganda Christian University and Makerere University.
The International Certificate of Christian Education (ICCE) exists
to provide a qualification which validates the work of students
on Accelerated Christian Education (ACE). It is a qualification for
secondary school students across four continents. ICCE graduates
gain entrance to universities and colleges around the world.
ICCE provides a qualification that successfully equips students
for higher education and the workplace, while strengthening
their Christian faith that is grounded in a confident, reasoned
11
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understanding of the Bible.
NCDC Uganda has stated that there are a few differences between
UCE and ICCE curriculum .ICCE curriculum stretches a bit more in
constituent components of subject menu, an indication of candidate
knowledge and ability at each level. These differences however,
do not indicate a major shortfall in competences acquired by the
learner in either curriculum. The scope and depth of the content
covers a wide range of subjects at all levels. The learning outcomes
comprise requirements not only for knowledge and understanding
but for the development and enhancement of higher order thinking
skills. In view of tha , ICCE materials are in tandem with the Ugandan
Syllabuses.
UK NARIC has stated that ICCE General and Advanced Certificates
are comparable to the Cambridge International Examinations (CIE)
O and A Level.
There are seven certificates. The Basic Certificate is for students
with special educational needs. The Foundation Certificate
is designed for students working slowly or starting late. The
General Vocational Certificate is for students who require a more
practical course. The General Certificate (Academic) is for most
students and replaces GCSEs. The General Academic Certificate
is comparable to CIE O Level. The Intermediate Certificate is an
interim certificate bridging the General and Advanced Certificates.
The Advanced Certificate is intended for university entrance. It
is comparable to CIE A Level. The Advanced Higher Certificate is
intended for high-achieving students who finish early to access
more demanding universities and courses.
For further information: http://icce.education/
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4.3 Curriculum
For K - 12th we use the ACE Curriculum. This curriculum is published
in the form of individual workbooks(called PACES). The students
complete the PACE and then are tested on the material. 1St - 3rd
grade students must score an 88% or higher to pass the PACE tests.
Students in 4th - 12th grade must score an 80% or higher to pass
their PACE test and advance to the next PACE. If the student does
not get an 88% (1st - 3rd) or an 80% (4th - 12th) they must repeat
the PACE.
Students must complete 12 PACES in each subject in order to
complete one full year’s work. ACE provides curriculum and
programs for an international network of nearly 7,000 schools in
over 120 countries, plus thousands of home-schoolers worldwide.
The ACE educational concept is built on five basic laws of learning:
1. Students must be at individual levels where they can
perform.
2. Reasonable goals must be set.
3. Students must be controlled and motivated.
4. Learning must be measurable.
5. Learning must be rewarded.
Working from these principles, this curriculum assures parents of:
•
•
•

A solid back-to-basics education for their children.
A course of study diagnostically individualized
to meet a student’s specific needs and learning
capabilities.
A program incorporating character-building, wisdom
and principle

4.4 Homework
Should the student not meet his goals for the day, he will be
expected to complete the work at home. A homework slip will
be sent home with page numbers that need to be completed. The
slip is to be signed, whether the homework is completed or not,
by the parent acknowledging the assignment, and returned the
following day. Students should have good working habits at home.
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It is recommended that parents take an active interest in their
child’s homework.

4.5 Progress Reports
Progress Reports are sent home quarterly. The receipt of the report
is to be acknowledged by the parent and the school retains a copy.

4.6 Christian Character Building
Opening Exercises:
Each morning students meet at 8:05 am in the Learning centers
and participate in the following activities:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Praise and worship led by the student praise team.
Announcements
Congratulations slips
Monthly Scripture read (in learning centers)
Prayer (in learning centers).
pledges

Chapel:
Chapel services are held on Fridays. This enables the students
to identify their education with the ministry of the church. Local
pastors, missionaries, and speakers bring the Word of God. Staff
and students may conduct some chapels to prepare them for future
ministry.
Students should bring KJV Bibles to all devotional, chapel, and
special meetings.
Scripture Memorization Psalm 119:11 reads, “Thy word have I hid
in mine heart, that I might not sin against thee.”
We believe that Scripture memorization is a necessary part of a
Biblical education. Therefore, memorizing a monthly portion of
Scripture is required. KLCA uses the King James Version of the Bible
in all school-related activities. All students must have their own
personal copy of the King James Bible on campus.
Pledges
14
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Students are required to participate in the daily pledges. Open
disrespect toward these symbols may result in disciplinary action;
see “student behavior discipline.” If a parent has a question about
this policy, it should be addressed to the Principal before the first
day of school.
Ugandan Flag Pledge
“I pledge allegiance to the flag of   Uganda and to the Republic
for which it stands, I will serve my country and obey its laws in
accordance to the word of God.”
Christian Flag Pledge
“I pledge allegiance to the Christian flag and to the Savior for
Whose Kingdom it stands; one Savior, crucified, risen, and coming
again with life and liberty for all who believe.”
Bible Pledge
“I pledge allegiance to the Bible, God’s Holy Word. I will make it a
lamp unto my feet, a light unto my path, and hide its words in my
heart that I might not sin against God.”
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5.0: ICT Curriculum

Our Senior students take the ICDL qualification as part of their ICCE
Certificates.   ICDL is known as   (International Computer Driving
License) . ICDL is the international standard in end-user computer
skills. It provides a practical program of up-to-date skills and
competencies consisting of 7 modules, each validated by a test. It
is a high-quality, internationally-recognized certification designed,
validated, and approved by international experts. Students take
training on each module of the syllabus prior to taking the test for
that module.

16
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6.0: Conduct/Discipline Policy
KLCA believes that a student conduct is as important as academic
performance. A student’s conduct reflects his/her attitude about
learning, his/her respect for others, and his/her willingness to
cooperate. Discipline policies are necessary to provide the best
possible learning environment for KLCA students.
An atmosphere conducive to teaching and nurturing young people
can be maintained as long as parents and students support KLCA
classroom rules and disciplinary policies.
A sincere effort is extended by the administration and faculty to
maintain fair, consistent discipline tempered with love and regard
for the students.

6.1 Behavior Guidelines
KLCA’s Behavior Guidelines are established for the following
purposes: to increase respect for authority; reinforce self-discipline;
produce effective learning environments; protect facilities; and
cultivate respect for others.
General Comments for Parents and Students
1. Show proper respect to teachers and students (Romans
13:7).
2. Obey those in authority (Ephesians 6:1, 5; Romans 13:1).
3. Behave in a way that will not disrupt the educational
environment.
4. Abstain from the use of drugs, alcohol, and cigarettes.
5. Treat all school property with respect (all acts of vandalism
are subject to a suspension).
6. Do not use profanity, slang, or degrading talk.
7. Respect other classes by being quiet and not running in
common areas.
17
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8. Murmuring and complaining in a disrespectful manner will
not be tolerated. (detention for violations)
9. Marked on, defaced, or broken property is to be replaced at
offending students expense.
10. Radios, CD’s, iPods, MP3 players, video game devices,
cameras, and any other electronic not approved by the
administration are not permitted on campus.
11. Students are not permitted to bring cell phones to school.
Failure to comply will result in disciplinary action.
12. Use only words which glorify the Lord.
13. “Six-Inch” Rule: ALL students should keep their hands to
themselves.
14. No inappropriate hugging, kissing, or signs of affection are
to take place at school or on school-sanctioned events.
15. Any student action that affects the ability for other students
to learn in a safe environment is subject to disciplinary
action.

6.2 Off Limits
Teacher’s desk and computer. Other students’ desks, offices,
cubbies, backpacks, and lockers, parking area, P.E. area except
under supervised activity.
Closed campus policy: Students may not leave the school grounds
during school hours without permission.
This school is dedicated to the training of children in a program of
study, activity, and living that is Bible-centered. We believe that
“all things should be done decently and in order” (I Cor. 14:40) and
that our students should be taught to accept the responsibility to
“walk honorably before all men.” KLCA discipline policies are firm,
consistent, just, and tempered with love.
Our staff maintains standards of behavior through kindness, love,
and a genuine regard for the students. However, when disciplinary
action becomes necessary, it is firmly carried out, tempered by
good judgment and understanding

18
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6.3 Conduct Notices
Students in grades 1 – 12 will receive a corrective action notice
that is given to their parents   for notification and for purposes
of dialogue concerning what action to be taken concerning their
child’s behavior. Unacceptable behavior will be handled according
to the Discipline Policy. Children demonstrating elevated/extreme
unacceptable behavior will be removed from class and sent to the
office. The parents will be called to come and pick up the child, and
an appointment will be set up with administration to discuss the
future eligibility of the student. Disobedience will not be tolerated.

6.4 Discipline
It is our intent that all discipline will be administered to correct
poor/unacceptable behavior without drawing adverse attention
from the other students in the child’s classroom. We will focus on
the training and nurturing of children in concepts of behavior that
are pleasing to God.
Discipline provides a firm foundation for the teaching process and
is vital to a student’s education. One result of discipline is order.
Learning is impeded where confusion and disorder are present.
The staff of KLCA recognizes that children must be trained
according to their capabilities at a given age; therefore, procedures
differ between age groups. The following guidelines constitute our
discipline procedures.
shape – Leap – 1st Grade
In directing young students toward behavior that honors God, the
teacher will use the following procedures:
1. Identify problems on an individual basis in private.
2. Have the child verbalize the problem.
3. Make sure the child understands why the behavior is
unacceptable.
4. Allow the child to experience the consequences of the behavior.
(See below.)
5. Express love and acceptance of the child (not the behavior) and
redirect him/her toward positive behavior patterns.
19
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Consequences:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Counseling by the teacher
Time out from daily privileges such as recess and/or playtime
No token privileges
Conference with parent(s) or guardian(s); (In extreme cases,
probation or expulsion) Parent(s) are notified of behavior via
corrective Action Notices.

2nd – 8th Grades
A demerit system is used for students in 2nd -8th grades. The
demerit structure is as follows per day:
1st demerit – 1st warning
2nd demerit – 2nd warning
3rd demerit – 30-minute detention = UGX 10500 charge
4th demerit – 45-minute detention = UGX 17500 charge
5th demerit – 60-minute detention = UGX 24500 charge
Automatic detentions will be issued for certain forms of behavioral
misconduct.
In the event a student receives a detention, a Corrective Action
Notice will be sent home to parents, which must be signed and
returned, with fee included, to the school the following day. The
Corrective Action Notice will inform you of the day the student will
serve detention, the offense, and the fee that is to be submitted
the following day.
In the event a student receives 3 detentions in one week they
will serve one day of In School Suspension (ISS). Subsequent
suspensions will lead to out-of-school suspension.
2nd-8th graders serve detention on Tuesdays or Thursdays before
or after school. The teacher or administrator will coordinate the
day and time the detention will be served. If a student is late to
detention, he/she will be suspended from school the following day.
The student needs to bring all his or her school books to detention.
20
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6.5 Discipline & Conduct Guidelines
The regulation of student life and maintenance of personal and
academic standards are ultimately in the hands of the administration
and faculty which retain at all times the authority to determine
who should be admitted and who should be allowed to continue
at KLCA.
This is not a correction facility; but an institution of advanced
learning. Consequently, we ask that a child not be enrolled with
the idea that he/she will be reformed and rehabilitated. We are
here to work with the home, but not to take the place of parents
who have experienced difficulty in fulfilling their roles.
“And if one prevail against him, two shall withstand him; and a
threefold cord is not quickly broken”. Ecclesiastes 4:12
The student must at all times conduct him/herself as a lady or
gentleman. If your child does come home complaining about a
policy or discipline, please follow this procedure:
1. Give the staff the benefit of the doubt.
2. Realize that your child’s reporting is emotionally biased and
may not include all the facts.
3. Realize that the school has reasons for all rules and that
they are enforced without partiality.
4. Support the administration and call the school for all the
facts.
When a child’s attitude is not in accord with school policies or
principles, the child will be placed on probation, and both parents or
guardians will be called for a conference. If the administration feels
the situation has not changed within a designated time, parents or
guardians will be asked to withdraw the child.
Probation, suspension, or expulsion may be implemented in cases
of repeated violations of the discipline code. The administration
will determine the terms and length of each violation. In any of
the following cases the teacher will immediately remove the child
from class and send them to the office.
21
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Types of Offenses (including, but not limited to, the following):
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
l.
m.
n.
o.

a. Three detentions in a week
Fighting
Lying
Cheating or aiding in cheating
Skipping school
Leaving campus without permission
Disrespect/direct disobedience (may also result in
expulsion)
Abuse or defacing of property
Stealing
Excessive degrading or abusive language/swearing
Pornography (may also result in expulsion)
Smoking (may also result in expulsion)
Sexual harassment
Sexual misconduct
Lighters, matches
Weapons possession ( knives, or any object that could be
used to intimidate or harm any person; may also result in
expulsion)

Terms of Suspension
Disciplinary Actions.

and out-of-school Suspension – Possible

a. Length of time is left to the discretion of the administration.
b. No daily class credit (zero credit for work done in class that
day). Projects due and tests done on that day may be turned
in or made up.
c. Any property defaced or destroyed must be replaced at full
value, whether personal, school, or church property.
d. Students on suspension or a disciplinary action cannot attend
or participate in any school function during the time of
suspension.
e. Students serving Detention will not be admitted to class and
will do their school work and eat lunch in the office.
Expulsion - Types of Offenses both on and off campus (includes, but
are not limited to, the following):
a. Drugs or drug related paraphernalia
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b. Alcohol
c. Immoral activities (i.e. sexual misconduct, pornography
etc.)
d. Repeated suspensions
e. Refusal to abide by the code of conduct as agreed to
when enrolling at KLCA.
Please note that a student’s off-campus conduct must also be consistent with the
school’s code of conduct

6.6 Harassment and Bullying
It is the desire of KLCA that all of its students have an educational
setting that is safe, secure, and free from harassment and bullying
of any kind. The school will not tolerate bullying and/or harassment
of any type. Conduct that constitutes bullying and/or harassment,
as defined herein, is prohibited within the school, in any educational
program or activity conducted by the school, or through the use
of data or software accessed by a computer belonging to the
educational institution.
Concluding whether a particular action or incident constitutes
violation of this policy requires a determination based on all of the
facts and surrounding circumstances. Consequences for students
who commit acts of bullying or harassment may lead to suspension
or expulsion. Please note: If a student’s speech or behavior outside of
school results in substantial disruption of the learning environment,
the student may be subject to school discipline.
The victim of bullying or harassment, anyone who witnessed the
bullying or harassment, and anyone who has credible information
that an act of bullying or harassment has taken place may file
a report of bullying or harassment. The administrator or the
administrator’s designee is responsible for receiving complaints
alleging violations of this policy. Any written or oral reporting of an
act of bullying or harassment shall be considered an official means
of reporting such act(s). Reports may be made anonymously, but
formal disciplinary action may not be based solely on the basis of
an anonymous report.
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6.7 Attendance, Absences and Truancy
When your child is absent from school, the parent/guardian is
required to send a doctor’s note or written parental excuse to the
office upon the child’s return to school. If you do not comply with this
requirement, your child’s absence will be considered “unexcused.”
Students will be given a one-day grace period in the event they do
not bring a written excuse the first day they return to school.
Note:
• Students who are absent from school may not participate in
extracurricular activities after school that day.
• Students are considered absent from school if they leave prior to
noon.
• Students arriving after 12 noon will be marked absent for the
day.
• Students who are absent from school in excess of seven (7) days
per quarter due to illness will be required to have an excuse from
their physician.
• If a student misses more than eighteen (18) days per year (excused
or unexcused), he/she may be retained the following year.
• 2nd – 8th grade students are allowed three (3) unexcused tardies
in a nine week period. On the fourth tardy, and every subsequent
tardy in that nine weeks, a detention will be issued to that student.
Excused absences include, but are not limited to: illness (written
excuse); medical, dental, or health related appointments (with
written excuse from doctor’s office); funeral (with note from
parent); emergencies as approved by the Principal.
Unexcused absences include, but are not limited to: any of the
above without a note from parent or doctor’s excuse, personal
business (shopping, running errands, etc.) as determined by the
administration to be inappropriate.
Note: Four (4) unexcused tardies will equal one (1) unexcused
absence. See “Tardiness.”
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7.0: COMPLAINTS MANAGEMENT POLICY
AND PROCEDURES
The Bible commands us to make every effort to live at peace
with one another and to resolve disputes in private or within the
Christian church (1 Cor. 6:1-8; Matt. 18:15-20).
Misunderstandings and problems sometimes occur between
student-enrolling parents/guardians and KLCA personnel. Because
such misunderstandings and problems can have an adverse impact
on the quality of service that KLCA provides its students, KLCA desires
to assist parents in resolving and eliminating misunderstandings
and problems.
The parent grievance resolution procedure is grounded in scripture:
9 Love must be sincere. Hate what is evil; cling to what is good.
10 Be devoted to one another in love. Honor one another above
yourselves. 11Never be lacking in zeal, but keep your spiritual
fervor, serving the Lord. 12 Be joyful in hope, patient in affliction,
faithful in prayer. 13 Share with the Lord’s people who are in need.
Practice hospitality.
14 Bless those who persecute you; bless and do not curse. 15
Rejoice with those who rejoice; mourn with those who mourn. 16
Live in harmony with one another. Do not be proud, but be willing
to associate with people of low position.[c] Do not be conceited.
17 Do not repay anyone evil for evil. Be careful to do what is right
in the eyes of everyone. 18 If it is possible, as far as it depends on
you, live at peace with everyone.
Romans 12:9-18
A complaint must contain sufficient detail to enable it to be addressed
and recorded and at KLCA but prior to lodging a complaint give it a
benefit of doubt. Consider that the school has reasons for the rules
and that they try to enforce them without partiality.
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Approach the situation with a prayerful, Christian spirit in accordance
to Matthew 18, not complaining to other parents, but addressing
the matter with the appropriate staff member. If the difficulty
remains after consultation with the appropriate staff member, then
follow the following policies and procedures,

7.1 Our Objectives
•

To ensure that complaints lodged at this school are resolved
in a prompt and efficient manner.

•

To promote the highest standard of professionalism in
dealing with our community.

7.2 Our Policy
Staff at this school are responsible for managing the resolution of
disputes and complaints lodged with us.
We will make every effort to promptly resolve disputes and
complaints lodged with us according to the principles of procedural
fairness. We also expect that the parties to the complaint will
operate on Biblical principles.
Where we cannot resolve a complaint, the complainant or Principal
can forward a written complaint to the Regional Representative in
the area of the school (contact details supplied on request).
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7.3 Our Principles
1. Commitment:

•

We are genuinely interested in having complaints resolved at the school level.

•

We recognise a community member’s right
to complain and to have their complaint
dealt with seriously and fairly.

We actively seek comments about our performance from our parent community.
We understand the need to be fair in our complaints handling processes.
•

2. Fairness:

3. Resources:

4. Visibility:

•

We follow procedural fairness principles
when responding to a complaint.

•

Decisions made, and the reason for them
will be made available to all parties directly
involved in a complaint.
We use school resources to effectively manage complaints.

•
•

We have adequate resources for effective
handling of complaints.

•

All staff at this school have access to the
written procedures for the management of
complaints.

•

Complainants will have easy access to the
person at our school that will be dealing
with the complaint.
Our complaints handling processes is available for perusal by all interested parties.

•
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5. Access:

•

We accept complaints lodged by telephone,
in writing and via email.

•

Our complaints handling processes recognise cultural diversity and take into account
the particular needs of our parent community
Upon request, we will provide a complainant
with the support needed to formulate and
lodge a complaint.
Complaints will be dealt with quickly and
efficiently. We will maintain regular contact
with complainants to keep them informed
of the progress of their complaint.
There will be no charge to the complainant
for the raising of a complaint with us.
Our complaints handling system has the
capacity to determine and put in place
remedies.

6. Assistance:

•

7. Responsiveness:

•

8. Charges:

•

9. Remedies:

•

•
10. Data

•

Collection:
11. Systemic and •
Recurring
Problems:

Where a complaint results in the identification of changes that should be made to our
processes, those changes will be made.
Data about complaints lodged with our
school is collected and stored in a Complaints Register.
Complaints are regularly analysed for the
identification and addressing of systemic
and recurring problems.

We analyse our Complaints Register to
identify areas where changes are required
to address systemic and recurring problems.
We report refer complaints where necessary
to the School Board and make available the
Complaints Register for transparency.
•

12. Accountability:
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13. Reviews:

•

We review our complaints handling process
regularly.

7.4 Our Procedures
•

Complaints are to be received and recorded as outlined in
this policy.

•

All complaints are treated equally regardless of the manner
in which they are lodged. Where necessary the complainant
is to be given help in the framing, writing and lodgment of
a complaint.

•

In all cases complainants are to be treated with courtesy
and the contact is to be conducted and ended in a positive
way.

Verbal Complaints
•

Be courteous and positive to the caller at all times.

•

Assure the caller that their call will be taken seriously.

•

Listen to the caller at all times and without admitting any
liability, display empathy with what they are saying.

•

Repeat the substance of their complaint to check your
understanding of their position.

•

Explain the course of action that will now follow.

•

Identify yourself as the caller’s contact person with regard
to this matter.

•

Record information on Complaint Recording Form.
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Written Complaints:
•

Record the complaint on Complaint Recording Form noting
that it is a written complaint.

•

Write an acknowledgement letter to the complainant,
ensuring that the complainant will receive this within the
school’s identified timeframe i.e. five school days.

•

In the letter, explain the course of action that will now follow
and identify yourself/relevant person as the complainant’s
contact person with regard to this matter.

Recording and Registering a Complaint
It is the responsibility of the person who is the complaint contact
person to record the complaint and file it in the school Complaints
Register. The outcome of completed complaints must be recorded.
The Register is used to track and analyse complaints.
Resolving a Complaint
Local complaints should be resolved within 14 school days where
practical. This should be seen as the maximum time and should be
less wherever possible.
Where outside support is required or it is judged that the complaint
needs to be handled external to the school (Regional Representative
or National Office) this determination will be made as soon as
possible and all relevant material is to be forwarded promptly.
Where there are likely to be unavoidable delays, the complainant
should be contacted and kept informed of the status of their
complaint. This contact may be made by telephone.
For verbal complaints lodged by complainants who do not wish to
be formally identified and who do not wish to lodge the complaint
in writing, resolution can only be attempted directly with the caller.
A written record of the nature of the complaint and the attempts
for its resolution should still be recorded.
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Where the Principal or Administrator makes a judgement that a
complaint is vexatious, trivial, without substance or does not
warrant further action then the complaint is not investigated and
the complainant is informed of this decision in writing.

7.5 Remedies
Possible remedies for resolving complaints include:
•

Providing options for the resolution of a complaint;

•

Acknowledgement when a complaint has substance;

•

Providing a complainant with evidence that a complaint has
been addressed in an open and transparent manner;

•

Informing the complainant of changes in practices as a result
of the complaint;

•

Provision of a written apology - where necessary; and,

•

Offering remedies to others who may have been affected in
the same way, but who did not make a formal complaint.

7.6 Escalation
Should a complainant be clearly unsatisfied with the school’s
attempts to resolve a complaint, the following process applies:
•

Advise the complainant of their right to take the matter
further by writing to the school’s Regional Representative.

•

Provide the complainant with the name and postal address
of the school’s Regional Representative.

•

Offer the complainant support in the formulation, writing
and lodgement of the complaint with the Regional
Representative.

Note: Reference the “Parental Covenant.”
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8.0: FINANCE POLICY
Matthew 6:21 says, “For where your treasure is, there your heart
will be also.”
Everyone knows that what we really value is what we invest in. We
believe that our children are worth investing in.
The financial contribution from each family is kept to a minimum
by the sacrificial giving of time, energy, and availability of all the
staff involved as well as the generous support of volunteer parents.
KLCA is very grateful for the financial support it has received from
individuals.
Agreed fees are payable termly or annually on the schools bank
account. Forms must be completed on admission to the School.

8.1 Pace Finance Policy
It is our continual joy and privilege for us to support you in the education
of your child. PACEs are a critical learning tool that directly affects the
learning of our children. The PACE Finance Policy enables us to order
PACEs on time and receive them two weeks before a new term begins
for proper preparation.
i. The due date for PACE fee payment of a new term is the ending
date of the previous term.
1. If the parent is unable to make payment by the due date, kindly
notify the
2. school two weeks earlier so that your child’s PACEs are included
in the
shipments.
3. An interest fee of 25% shall apply on a monthly basis for all late
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PACE
fee payment.
4. Annual PACE fees for the next school year shall be paid by the last
day of third term of the previous year
5. Semi- Annual PACE fees shall be paid in two installments. The first
one shall be paid by the last day of third term in the current year
for the next school year. The second one made by the last day of
first term in the current year.
6. Make all the fees payment in the bank. Finance department will
provide you with bank detail.
7. No cash payment shall be received at the school. Kindly
8. Present you bank payment evidence to be issued a school receipt.

8.2 Tuition Policy
1. KLCA does not have any supplementary funding. Therefore,
tuition is paid termly.
2. School fees are due on or before the first week of term.
3. Tuition late payment after the grace period of two weeks,
will attract a late payment fee of 25,000/= per week accumulated.
4. Unpaid balances cannot be carried over to a second month.
Parents, who haven’t paid after fourteen (14) school days, will be
notified that their child (ren) is not to attend classes. In addition,
there will be financial hold on all report cards, transcript, and other
school records until the account is cleared.
5. Tuition is non-refundable,
6. Fees are not refundable in part or in whole. In the event that
a student is withdrawn from the School, having previously booked
attendance in any field trip, clubs or any event, any moneys already
paid to the school will become nonrefundable. And the student will
not be eligible to attend or participate on the event.
7. If a child loses ruins or damages any school property, a fee
will be levied after an assessment of the damage to cover for a
replacement. The fee will be deducted from the caution fee that is
paid at the time of enrolment.
8. The caution fee paid at the time of enrolment will be
refunded at the time the child withdraws from the school after a
prior notice of a three months’ period.
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9.0: Communication
Communication is vital in accomplishing our goals and objectives.
At any point in this Christian education journey, don’t hesitate to
discuss your Childs’s development with us. We are engaged in a
program that needs your fullest understanding and cooperation
for the benefit of your child. These means of communication are
achieved in the following ways:

9.1 Parent Orientation Meetings.
Each term parents are invited to attend a session of parent
orientation. During these meetings the Management team talk
openly with parents regarding the philosophy and mission of the
KLCA program and the rationale for specific policies. These sessions
are held at the beginning of each term.

9.2 Parent Fellowships
At KLCA we believe in the importance of prayer in underpinning all
that we are and do as a school. The fellowships are for prayer and
therefore, seen as an essential part of supporting and upholding
the school. We meet with parents to pray for the whole school
community.

9.3 Parent/Teacher Conferences
Requests for parent/teacher conferences may be made in the form
of a note or email. Please allow time for the teacher or administrator
to respond and schedule the conference. Instructional time in the
classroom is valuable. Unscheduled conferences prohibit teachers
and administrators from adequately addressing your questions and
concerns. Conferences (in person or by phone) will be conducted
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only during scheduled conference time.
Supervising students between classes, during arrival or dismissal,
lunch periods, and tutoring are examples of situations when
teachers and administrators are unavailable for conference.
Parent/Teacher Conference Procedure
Teachers will publish weekly hours they are available to conference
with parents. When requesting to meet with a teacher, please
include details of the matter you would like to discuss. Conferences
should focus on the issue at hand, be conducted in a biblical and
gracious manner (see Colossians 4:6), and in most cases should be
limited to 30 minutes or less in length.
Parents meetings in form of prayer breakfasts are held the last
weekend to the beginning of a new term. during these meetings
important communication concerning the school is made.
Arrangements may also be made to conference with a teacher as
needed throughout the year. Conferences must be held during the
teacher’s scheduled conference time.
Teachers’ personal phone numbers are not published and the School
requests that parents respectfully refrain from calling a teacher at
home.

9.4 School Monthly Circular
General communication from the school and administration will
come through a monthly School headed circular. This circular will
communicate all things of importance to our parents. Please make
it a point to read this circular to stay on top of important information
and events.

9.5 Emails and Phone Calls
The principal and the Head of Academics are available to parents
by email or telephone regarding academic or student life situations
for which the parents seek clarification or assistance. The principal
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and Head of Academics will contact parents when situations arise
that warrant notification and discussion.
The parents are expected to provide updated contact information
to the school.

9.6 KLCA Parent Facebook Page
Parents can be invited to join the KLCA Parents Facebook page,
where photos of recent activities are uploaded frequently.

9.7 School parents Whatsapp Pages.
The whatsapp parents page is primarily for sharing information
from administration to the parents.
The class whatsapp groups are primarily for sharing class information
to the parents and students from their supervisor.
Parents should not use whatsapp as a tool to air any concerns or
grievances about the school because unfortunately sometimes
message threads get out of hand, and people can become
misinformed.
We take safeguarding responsibilities seriously and will deal with
any reported incidents appropriately.

9.8 Emergency Communication
If a school-wide emergency occurs, KLCA will make every effort to
communicate information. This will include but is not be limited to
text, email, telephone, school website, social media. It is imperative
that parents keep contact information current
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10.0: GENERAL INFORMATION
10.1 Academic Calendar
KLCA runs three terms a year that are comprised of 12 weeks per
term and four weeks holiday in-between. Our admission is open
through out the year.

10.2 Lost and Found
KLCA assumes no responsibility for lost or stolen items. Personal
items of value should not be brought to school. Items that have
been lost or stolen should be reported to the school office where
students may check for their possible return or recovery. Items
found in and around the school building should be taken to the
office where attempts will be made to locate the owner.
Labeling of clothing or personal items would help expedite return
to the rightful owner. Every Easter season all items left in the Lost
and Found will be donated to a charity. Students are frequently
reminded to retrieve their belongings from the Lost and Found
during the school year.

10.3 Extended Care Policy
Regular school hours are 8:00am to 3:00pm. The school will open
for students at 7:00 a.m. The KLCA teachers are responsible for their
students after school until they are picked up or signed into the late
pick-up Daycare Program
After 6:00, all students remaining on campus will be signed into
our Day Care Program and parents will be charged accordingly.
Parents will need to come into the office to sign their child out of
this program.
Our Day Care program is for those days when pick-up cannot be
arranged to take place by 6:00pm. This supervised program is UGX
20,000. Please make every effort to arrange for pick-up by 6:00pm.
If a non- guardian is picking up a student, the school has to be
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notified by the guardian and a code word provided for proof of who
will be picking up their child. This non-guardian must show ID and
sign the student out of the Day Care Program. The parent may ask
that the school require a code word, supplied by them, before their
child can be released to another adult.

10.4 Birthday Parties
Teachers will celebrate student birthdays in the classroom in a
variety of different ways appropriate to their age and grade. Please
note that any special gifts that are delivered to the school for your
child’s birthday will be held in the administrative office until the end
of the school day. Gifts will not be taken to the child’s classroom

10.5 Emergencies
Minor injuries will be handled through the use of the first aid kit
in the school office. (Written permission is needed for staff to
administer minor first aid, paracetamol, etc.) In instances where
a student needs medical attention, the office will call the parent
first, then the family doctor if necessary. In case of an emergency a
parent will be notified to pick up their child.

10.6 Visitors
Visitors to KLCA are welcome and must follow the check in procedures
below to ensure safety: Visitor Approval and Identification.
• KLCA is a closed campus. Visitors must wear a visitor’s
badge while on campus.
• All visitors are required to sign in at the main building
reception desk, present a valid ID , and receive a visitor’s
badge.
• The School may, at its sole discretion, deny any visitor
access to campus at any time.
• Visitors not displaying a badge will be required to return
to the check in desk.
• Upon leaving KLCA, visitors must return their badge and
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sign out at the check in desk.
• Parents/visitors may only go to classrooms during school
hours at the invitation of faculty or staff and are not allowed
in a classroom unattended.
Large Events during the School Day.
Large KLCA-wide events held during normal school hours, including
but not limited to, sports rallies or school performances, may have
modified visitor check-in procedures.

11.0: Technology Policy
Students are not to bring electronic devices to school or to school
functions that would distract them from the educational process.
Furthermore, many of these devices are expensive and the school
cannot be responsible for lost or stolen items.
For Kindergarten through 12th grade, cell phones and other
technology gadgets are to remain in the school office. In an
emergency, parents are to call the school office to reach their
student. The use of headphones is prohibited, and students may
not isolate themselves from others via technology.
Laptop computers, iPads, and e-readers may be used in class at
the discretion of the teacher. iPads and Computers are provided for
by the parents for ICDL classes and other research needs as guided
by the supervisors.
Technology provided by KLCA is controlled and monitored with
many “parental control” safety features. Again, headphones are
NOT permitted except as required for classwork.
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12.0: Uniform Policy
All students will wear uniforms provided by the only. Please note
that only specified uniform items are appropriate for chapel days.
Only conservative, traditional hairstyles are acceptable.
Boys’ hair must be clean, groomed neatly, natural color, and off
the collar covering no more than the top of the ear. Boys are not
allowed to have body piercing or tattoos.
Girls’ must have clean, neatly groomed hair of a natural color. Girls
are allowed two piercings per ear and earrings are to be no larger
than the size of a quarter. Girls are not allowed to have any other
piercing or tattoos.
fingernail polish, hats and caps are not permitted in  school , unless
approval from the administrator is received.
All coats, book bags, and lunch boxes must be free of inappropriate
words, pictures, and/or symbols. If you have any questions about
what is permitted, check with the administration.
Boys
Uniform short or long sleeved white shirt
Uniform short polo shirt
Uniform pants shade of green.
Uniform shorts or pants navy blue Belt: black – MUST BE
WORN WITH PANTS/ SHORTS
black Socks - MUST BE WORN WITH SHOES
sports jersey provided for by the school.
Shoes: black and canvas for sports .
Girls
Uniform short or long sleeved white shirt
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Uniform short cream polo shirt
Uniform pleated dress at the bottom –shade of green
Uniform pleated skirt at the bottom –shade of green
Uniform navy blue shorts to knee
sports jersey provided for by the school.
Shoes: black and canvas for sports .
black Socks - MUST BE WORN WITH SHOEs
All students must be in uniform each day unless a “dress up,” dress
down” or “school spirit” day has been designated by the school
administration.
If a student’s attire is not compliant with the uniform policy, the
parent will be called to bring his/her appropriate uniform. The
student will not be permitted to return to class until he or she is
compliant with our uniform policy.
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13.0: Preschool at- KLCA
Our goal
Spiritually:
To have a love relationship with God and know Him as the creator
of all.
To develop a Christ character which will equip them for life.
To love and know the Bible as the word of God.
Emotionally
To accept himself as a person of value.
To accept correction and apology.
To learn how to freely express themselves.
Socially
To learn to work and play well with others.
To learn how to share freely.
To learn how to become an organized child.
Physically
To develop positive health habits.
To encourage each child to actively participate in both indoor and
outdoor games which help develop the children’s motor and fine
coordination.
Intellectual
To encourage creative thinking
To improve and develop language, vocabulary and concentration
span.
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To develop their comprehension of concepts, reading, writing,
mathematical readiness.

13.1 Discipline and motivation
We emphasis on motivating our children in order for them to reach
their highest potential in all areas or development to prepare them
for the greater future
Good behavior is rewarded with merits, which are later used for
shopping. Our merit corner is not based on academics. Rather other
areas of development.
Due to the fact that we encourage our little friends to have a Christ
like character and also pick up the character of Ace and Christi, we do
not often find the need to discipline. However, there are times when
there is need to discipline to make sure that the right behavior is
emphasized. We use Apology, Naughty corner, detention for about
1 minutes, sad face, and demerits. We always pray for the children
and also discuss any persistent and inappropriate behaviors with
the parents. Ideally we believe with the parents on board we are
able to encourage good behavior and instill good character in and
out of school.
3-year-old curriculum:
An inspirational and exciting 1-year life skills program for the active
young learner. The Curriculum contains ideas and lesson plans for
creative activities, music rings, Bible lessons and daily stories, it
also reinforces color, shape, and number, while introducing phonics
using fun rhymes
4-year-old curriculum:
This is a full year program(36 weeks), for 4 to 5 year olds or Grade
R/0, designed to develop basic skills which prepare a child to
be ready to read. ). It has 8 work books (PACEs) thought out the
year, Animal display cards to correlate stories to letter sound. Each
cartoon animal character has a song to reinforce phonetic sound, a
physical activity and an art project. Number train cards to emphasis
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number recognition. Each work book consists of 4 subjects English,
math, social studies and science. The program also includes 35
cartoon Animal characters that have 140 stories, 50 Bible stories,
character building stories, physical activities, art and craft projects,
Science experiments, tongue twisters, co-ordination development
test booklet to evaluate physical skills and a progress report for
objectively reporting your child’s progress. All these activities are
structured to develop and strengthen motor and fine coordination,
auditory, visual, social, communication skills, retention and
remembering skills.
This Preschool (Reading Readiness) program complements the
ABCs Learning-to-Read program (Grade 1) for the 5-6 year olds.

13.2 Assessments
Assessing a child to when is ready to learn is critical to their
development as a student. A child is placed in this program on
the basis of his/her physical, emotional, maturity, visual, auditory
perception and eye hand coordination not on the basis of physical
age.
1.

Co-ordination Development Tests are administered at the
beginning, middle and end of the preschool year. These tests
will pinpoint areas of weakness so that corrective action can
be taken before serious learning problems arise.

2.

The Reading Readiness Test is administered at the end of
the preschool program. Children who score 80% or more are
ready to learn to read
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(Appendix I)
KLCA PARENTAL COVENANT
A. Ecclesiastes 4:12 states, “…a threefold cord is not quickly
broken.” At KLCA, we believe that the “threefold cord”
consists of family, church and school. When children
consistently hear the truth from all these areas, a strong
foundation of faith is built. However, when one of these
areas is weak, it creates confusion and instability within the
family. Our goal is to help you establish a firm foundation
for your family in every way possible.
B. Although children of many Christian denominations make up
the King’s Learning Christian Academy student body, each
student (and parent) enters with the awareness that all
teaching will be based upon the Statement of Faith.
C. Faith Christian Academy accepts the doctrine of “in the place
of the parents”. We emphatically view the school, home,
and local church as a partnership with its primary function of
assisting the parents in fulfilling their responsibility to “train
up their children in the way they are to go” (Proverbs 22:6).
Furthermore, I/we agree:
1. To authorize The King’s Learning Christian Academy
Administration to exercise its prerogatives as explained
above in its role “In the place of the parent” on behalf of
my child, according to school disciplinary policies. I/We
understand that this includes permission: a) to discipline
as deemed wise and expedient for my child according to
school disciplinary policies; b) to counsel my child Biblically;
c) to be counseled Biblically when matters of my child’s
welfare arise. (Proverbs 13:24; 19:18; 29:15, 17; Ephesians
6:1-2).
2. To pledge our fullest cooperation to promote unity in the
body and to keep doctrinal controversy and denominational
issues out of the school at all times. (I Corinthians 12:12-14;
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13:1-13; Galatians 5:13-14; Ephesians 4:1-7).
3. That if any altercation occurs between student/student, student/
teacher or student/other personnel, appropriate measures
will be taken. In the love of Christ, along with prayer, any
complaints or altercations will be dealt with according
to the appropriate chain-of-command. All information is
extremely confidential in these sensitive matters and is to
be kept between ONLY the affected parties involved.
4. That assessment and restitution will be made to cover any
damage to school property. (Breakage of windows, abuse
of books, etc.).
5. That a child who persists in undesirable conduct or attitude
will not be permitted to remain in school to harm others
by his/her influence. I/We further understand that use of
profanity or obscenity by word or action, or disrespect to
school personnel or abuse of building facilities will not be
tolerated and immediate action/dismissal will be enforced.
6. To pay tuition according to the schedule or other arrangements
that is made with approval of the Administration. I/We
understand that report cards and services will be withheld
if required payments are not made or arranged for.
7. To help my child with homework when necessary and cooperate
with the academic goals of the school.
8. To give the school permission (in case of emergency) to provide
or obtain appropriate medical help for my child.
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Call
Us: +256392 893 012
Email : admin@kingslearningchristianacademy.com
“more than conquerors”
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